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Windows Server 2012 R2 Pocket Consultant Volume 2: Storage, Security, & NetworkingMicrosoft Press, 2014

	Portable and precise, this pocket-sized guide delivers ready answers for administering storage, security, and networking features in Windows Server 2012 R2. Zero in on core tasks through quick-reference tables, instructions, and lists. You'll get the focused information you need to save time and get the job done - whether at your desk or...
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Green Tech: How to Plan and Implement Sustainable IT SolutionsAMACOM, 2009
“Green” is a feel-good term. It has positive, earth-friendly connotations, often without much specificity—perfect for marketing purposes. Sustainability, on the other hand, is something we can measure and manage. We are sustainable when our use of resources does not permanently deplete or damage our supply, including natural...
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A First Look at SQL Server 2005 for DevelopersAddison Wesley, 2004
Sql server 2005 contains features that constitute the biggest
change since the internal server rewrite of SQL Server 7. This is true
from both programmability and data model viewpoints. This chapter
describes SQL Server 2005 in terms of .NET programmability, SQL:1999
compliance, user-defined types (UDTs), and XML integration to...
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Oracle Essentials: Oracle Database 11gO'Reilly, 2007
Oracle is an enormous system, with myriad technologies, options, and releases. Most users-even experienced developers and database administrators-find it difficult to get a handle on the full scope of the Oracle database. And, as each new Oracle version is released, users find themselves under increasing pressure to learn about a whole range of new...
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Instant InnoDBPackt Publishing, 2013

	InnoDB, the default storage engine for MySQL, is one of the most robust and commonly used in the world today. It can, however, be initially daunting to learn how to start implementing its features, and it can pose unique problems to the beginner user. This guide is written to address these problems.


	"Instant InnoDB"...
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Performance Leadership: The Next Practices to Motivate Your People, Align Stakeholders, and Lead Your Industry (Business Books)McGraw-Hill, 2008

	Why do so many scorecard projects fail? Why do managers treat information as a source of power to be protected, instead of an asset to be exploited? Clearly there has to be a better way of managing perfomance. After witnessing countless initiatives fail, Oracle thought leader and former Gartner analyst Frank Buytendijk challenges conventional...
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Mechanics of Microelectromechanical SystemsSpringer, 2004
This book offers a comprehensive coverage to the mechanics of
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), which are analyzed from a
mechanical engineer’s viewpoint as devices that transform an input form of
energy, such as thermal, electrostatic, electromagnetic or optical, into output
mechanical motion (in the case of...
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Enterprise Cybersecurity Study Guide: How to Build a Successful Cyberdefense Program Against Advanced ThreatsApress, 2018

	
		Use the methodology in this study guide to design, manage, and operate a balanced enterprise cybersecurity program that is pragmatic and realistic in the face of resource constraints and other real-world limitations. This guide is an instructional companion to the book Enterprise Cybersecurity: How to Build a Successful...
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Security Monitoring with Cisco Security MARS (Networking Technology: Security)Cisco Press, 2007
Learn the differences between various log aggregation and correlation systems
	Examine regulatory and industry requirements   
	Evaluate various deployment scenarios   
	Properly size your deployment   
	Protect the Cisco Security MARS appliance from attack   
	Generate reports,...
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Jitter, Noise, and Signal Integrity at High-SpeedPrentice Hall, 2007

	State-of-the-art JNB and SI Problem-Solving: Theory, Analysis, Methods, and Applications


	 


	Jitter, noise, and bit error (JNB) and signal integrity (SI) have become today‘s greatest challenges in high-speed digital design. Now, there’s a...
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Verification and Validation in Systems Engineering: Assessing UML/SysML Design ModelsSpringer, 2010

	Verification and validation represents an important process used for the quality assessment of engineered systems and their compliance with the requirements established at the beginning of or during the development cycle.


	Debbabi and his coauthors investigate methodologies and techniques that can be employed for the automatic...
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Oracle Database 10g SQLMcGraw-Hill, 2004
In this comprehensive book, you’ll learn to write Structured Query Language  (SQL) statements to access an Oracle database and use PL/SQL (Procedural  Language/SQL) to write programs containing SQL statements. Developed in  compliance with the new SQL2003 specification, this definitive resource explains  how to use the latest Oracle...
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